Southern Backroad BBQ. Reality Show.
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Non-Union/Pilot

R.J.s Casting

SUMMARY
Product Name:

Audition Date:

Rate: $500.00 +20% to shoot the pilot if
picked up. 1 day Sizzle shoot first.
Submission Due By: 09/02/2016 12:00:00 am

Audition Note: A Network studio buyer is already
interested in the show and we need just
this 1 more role to fill.
Audition Location:

Submission Note: Submit on C.N. and also send us the
requested info. Email to
rjscasting@aol.com See Project
notes.
Conflicts:
Run(Usage): Great outgoing personality and Lover
of BBQ.
Casting Director: RJ
CD Phone: 4072306492

CallbackDate:
Callback Note:
Callback Location:

CD Email: RJsCasting@aol.com
Director: Ernie Mosteller with Fried Okra
Entertainment.
Producer: www.friedokra.tv

Shoot Date:
Shoot Note: When the selected talent is available.
Shoot Location: Around Orlando or surrounding area.

Project Notes: If traveling, eating the Best BBQ ever, and having fun is what

you're all about then this show is for you. Please e-mail us at:
rjscasting@aol.com Put in the in the subject line Best BBQ girl
ever.
Pictures of you: Having fun, Vacations, parties and Eating.
Does not have to be BBQ. And contact info.
Tell us about what you know about BBQ - what do you like the
most, what’s your favorite place, favorite style….just give us
some sense of what you already know about the subject. All
the details and all the nuances. Don't worry you don't have to be
an expert. You’ll get a Master’s Degree in BBQ if this show gets
picked up. Do not be shy. If you would like to include a video of
you talking about this please do. Bring it on and have fun.

ROLES
You - /Principal / Female / 19 - 25
African American, Mixed race. Fit. Southern Lady or Someone with Southern roots. Loves everything about a Great
BBQ joint.
Must be at least 19.
Talent really and truly has to love meeting people, the South, the Heartland, trying new thing and especially —
BBQ. And by "new things," we mean anything: Pork, chicken, beef, goat, super-spicy stuff, smoked mullet,
whatever we come across. You must have a real sense of adventure. There’s no room for picky eaters. If the
thought of eating super spicy ribs, chicken, and maybe goat, off a food truck in some small town in the middle of
Alabama makes you a little bit uneasy — this is not the opportunity for you. If, however, you have a natural
inquisitiveness, love BBQ and Southern food, and think you could host a news-magazine style show, then you are
just who we’re looking for.
If traveling, eating the Best BBQ ever, and having fun is what you're all about then this show is for you. Please email us at: rjscasting@aol.com Put in the in the subject line Best BBQ girl ever.
Pictures of you: Having fun, Vacations, parties and Eating. Does not have to be BBQ. And contact info.
Tell us about what you know about BBQ - what do you like the most, what’s your favorite place, favorite
style….just give us some sense of what you already know about the subject. All the details and all the nuances.
Don't worry you don't have to be an expert. You’ll get a Master’s Degree in BBQ if this show gets picked up. Do not
be shy. If you would like to include a video of you talking about this please do. Bring it on and have fun.
If chosen you will be contacted and giving a time and place to meet for the Audition and talk to the director and

be shy. If you would like to include a video of you talking about this please do. Bring it on and have fun.
If chosen you will be contacted and giving a time and place to meet for the Audition and talk to the director and
producers of the show.
This is an awesome opportunity for a real BBQ Lover to travel, meet new people, have fun, showcase your talent
and enthusiasm, and try some of the best BBQ you've ever tasted!
Wardrobe: It’s a spring break BBQ road trip all over the South.

Shorts, cutoffs, tanks, t-shirts, etc.

Role Rate: Will shoot a 1 day Sizzle to be sold. If picked up 1 Pilot at $500. and then TBD by

Network budget.

Ethnicities: African American, Ethnically Ambiguous
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